
Media Guide
Blogging, videos and local media



Project Blog

At the training weekend you will be given the

details of the blog template that has been created

for your project. Fill in the details here. 

Site Address

Username

Password

Full instructions on how to edit the blog and

other helpful documents can be found here –

www.cricketwithoutboundaries.com/mediaguide
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Creating an engaging blog

While a daily blog of activities is a good start try to think of other interesting stories that showcase

the work we do. Features on individual people you meet are good as are volunteer stories of their

overall experiences. 

Always add photographs to each post as these really help to tell the story and brighten the blog.

Make sure you have practised scaling photographs to the correct size before you go on the project;

time is a valuable commodity on the trips so you won’t have time to learn new software.

If a picture is worth a thousand words then video is priceless, be aware though that working with

(and uploading) video can be time consuming so make sure you know how to get it on the blog

before you go on the project.

Share the link to the blog to all your friends and family and through Facebook and Twitter.

Encourage people to leave comments and respond to these to get a dialogue started.

Remember that not only is the blog a good way to connect with friends and family it is also a

showcase for future volunteers which are the lifeblood of the charity. So always write with these in

mind, keep it positive and always stress the importance / impact of the HIV messaging.



VIDEO INTERVIEWS

Can we video anyone?
When videoing anyone please let them know that it will be on our website and get their verbal

permission to go ahead with the interview. 

Why do we need these videos?
These videos are a key source of information on what the participant (whether it be a teacher or

child) has got out of the session. We can use these videos in many ways – attract more funding,

share good practice or as an information video for participants in Africa.

By taking a good quality video – you will be helping CWB immensely as these are our most

powerful medium to get our work across.

How should I structure the video?
At CWB we positively encourage innovation in the communication team so there is no set structure

of the video. However the key pieces of information we need at a bare minimum are;

•  Name

•  Location (Country at least, preferably area)

•  Age

•  Have they played/coached cricket before

We would like this info to build up a catalogue of videos and build up a profile of the remarks by

the proxies above (name is to keep things personal)

What information are CWB looking for?
We are looking for what difference the session has made, whether it be their attitude to HIV/AIDS,

their love of cricket or sex education. We really want to a) be sure that they have learnt something

in the session b) check whether this is an effective way of learning. However, please do not feel like

you are restricted to this – all information and thoughts from participants are incredibly useful for

us.
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How should I ask the questions?
Firstly, use your judgement – if you have a child without a good grasp of English then keep the

questions short and easy to understand. Conversely, if you have an articulate teacher, you can

explore in a more creative way. 

Often, asking open ended questions may solicit blank looks, especially from the children. Asking a

closed question followed up by an open question might get them talking – for example – ‘Did you

enjoy today’s session’ followed up ‘why?’ is a good way of getting them talking. Checking for

understanding is a good way of getting people talking and once you have their confidence and

understanding, you can ask more open ended questions. 

Please be aware that often the children will want to please you, so may give you the answers that

you want – it is worth checking for understanding or getting them to elaborate in these occasions. 

Ideally the participant should do the majority of the talking, guided by you. Keep in mind the aim

of trying to establish the difference the session has made, but also explore themes or comments

that are of interest.

How do I make sure the video is fit for use?
While a beautifully shot video is great the most important factor is the sound. We have dozens of

potentially great videos that we can’t use as it is impossible to hear what the subject is saying. 

CWB have purchased some cameras with external mics which you should use if possible. However

if you don’t have an external mic just make sure you are somewhere quiet and out of the wind and

that the subject is near enough to the camera.

If you have a tripod always use it, if not then make sure two people are present, one to ask the

questions and one to keep the camera steady.

Be careful with the position of the sun, if it is directly behind the subject it will be very difficult for

the camera to get the subjects face in detail. It is often better to find a bit of shade.

We are still on the look out for a clip to go viral on YouTube so get creative and let’s see who can

get the first million views!
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Using the media

Once you have confirmed your place on a CWB trip we want you to tell the world about it!

A great way to do this is by getting in touch with the local media in your area.

Believe it or not, the fact that you are giving up two weeks of your life to coach cricket and raise

HIV/AIDS awareness in Africa is a great news story in itself.

Therefore you should find that local papers and radio stations will be delighted to hear from you.

Not only will this help raise the profile of CWB but it is also a great way to promote any fundraising

events you may be holding.

You can also help encourage future volunteers by getting back in touch with your media contacts

after your trip and telling them what an incredible, fun and memorable time you had.

As well as local newspapers and radio stations there are a number of other places to get your story

covered.

These include your local cricket board, coaches association and cricket club.

If your work/school has a website they will probably have a space for news on staff/pupils. The

same may be true of other sports teams or groups you are involved in.

It is also worth sending your story to any parish magazines or newsletters, or blogging it yourself.

As a small charity run almost entirely by volunteers your help is vital in helping us publicise our

work and continuing to change lives in Africa.
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Five top tips for getting your

story published

Make contact by phone or in person rather than by email: Emails are easy to ignore – especially if a

journalist is on deadline. Dropping into their office or giving them a ring will also help them

remember your story and give you a personal point of contact (make sure you get their name and

details). Telephone numbers for papers and radio/TV stations can be found on their websites or in

the paper itself. At the very least try to follow up your email with a phone call or personal visit.

Always include a photograph: You are far more likely to get coverage if there is a picture to go

alongside your press release. The better quality the images the more likely they are to get printed –

and don’t forget to make sure that you are in them! When you return from your trip you are likely

to have loads of brilliant photos and there is no harm in sending in a selection.

Make it personal: Although it is important to mention CWB and the work we do, as far as the local

press are concerned, you are the story. Before the trip readers will be interested in why you have

decided to go. When you return they will be fascinated to find out about your personal experiences

and memories of the trip. If you need facts and figures your project leader should be able to help.

Local media will also be keen to know a few background details eg where you work/go to school,

cricket clubs/community groups you are involved in.

Include fundraising and weblinks: If people can still donate make sure you include the details  eg

justgiving website. Also ask if there is any chance of putting in CWB’s website

(www.cricketwithoutboundaries.com) especially if they produce an online version of the article.

Shout about it! Find out when the story is going in and then let your friends and family know –

don’t hide your light under a bushel! If the article appears online make sure you tweet and

Facebook it if you are able. We would also love it if you could send a copy to CWB! 
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WRITING A PRESS RELEASE

Some journalists will be happy to take down details over the phone but the majority will ask you to

send them something by email. A press release doesn’t have to be full of flowing prose but it needs

to give the reporter an idea of who you are, what you did, how you felt and the relevant

fundraising information.

We have two sample press releases for you to use and adapt as your own – one for before you go,

one for when you get back. 

These can be downloaded at www.cricketwithoutboundaries.com/mediaguide



media in your project country

While you are on your project you may have media interest from newspapers, radio stations or TV

in the country you are visiting. We would urge you to make the most of any potential opportunities

to help promote CWB and the work we do.

If you would like to get in touch with the media yourself, the national cricket association in your

country or your CWB country manager should have some contacts they can give you. To help you

we have come up with a few pointers and some background information about CWB and the work

we have done in your project country.

What to say...
Obviously what you say will depend on the questions you are asked but below are five points to try

and get across in your interview:

Who we are: Cricket Without Boundaries (CWB) is a UK cricket development and AIDS awareness

charity run almost entirely by volunteers.

What we do: The charity’s two main goals are to spread cricket and to increase HIV/AIDS

awareness by incorporating the key messages into every day coaching sessions. We also donate

cricket equipment.

What we have done so far: The charity was founded in 2005 by trustees Andy Hobbs, Chris Kangis

and Ed Williams. Their first project was a seventh month trip coaching cricket from Cairo to Cape

Town. Since its formation the charity has delivered over 40 projects in nine African countries,

coaching more than 65,000 children and training over 2,500 coaches. For country specific details

see below.

What we are doing/plan to do: This is an opportunity to talk about your own project, the places

you are going and the things you are doing. In more general terms the charity is committed to

delivering projects in at least five African countries on a twice yearly basis. In Spring 2014 we are

returning to Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Botswana and Cameroon. Longer term this also includes

employing CWB-funded ambassadors from each country to continue our work between trips. The

first of these have recently begun work in Rwanda and Kenya.

Our partners: CWB works closely with the National Cricket Associations in each country, the

relevant British High Commissions and the ICC. In particular try to mention the local cricket

association in your country and the support they have given in helping plan the project, supplying

coaches etc

And finally… remember to stay positive at all times and be complimentary about the country you

are visiting. Talking about things like how welcoming everyone has been, how beautiful the scenery

is and the quality of cricket you have seen, are all excellent topics to help build positive

relationships. It is also recommended that you take the time to find out a bit about the country and

its past before you go.
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